Sash Support Systems
57 Series Non-Tilt Balances

ORDERING INFORMATION

1. Measure metal channel length. Do not include any attached ends.
2. Check number stamped on channel. The first two digits represents
the channel length. The second two digits represent the sash weight.
(e.g.: The number stamped on the balance is 3248, you would then order
#57-32S48. With 57 referring to our series, followed by the length of the
balance then the sash weight.)

-Max Weight 75lbs.
Note: These are special order balances and are not returnable.

TOP GUIDE

BOTTOM GUIDE

57-500

57-501

Note: Top and bottom guides shown below will automatically be
attached to your balance unless otherwise specified.
Note: With the 58 Series take out system, the sash balance
becomes part of the sash. Therefore, when calculating sash weights, you
must add the physical balance weight to the sash weights.

SASH CAP

57-600

Black Anodized Aluminum

TAKE-OUT CLIP

58-700

Zinc Plated

TRACO

58 Series Non-Tilt Balances

58 Series Balances are Designed for Heavy Duty
Commercial Windows

ORDERING INFORMATION

1. Measure metal channel length. Do not include any attached ends.
2. Check number stamped on channel. The first two digits represents
the channel length. The second two digits represent the sash weight.
(e.g.: The number stamped on the balance is 3248, you would then
order #58-32S48. With 58 referring to our series, followed by the length
of the balance then the sash weight.)
Note: Top and bottom guides shown below will automatically be
attached to your balance unless otherwise specified.

-Max Weight 100lbs.
Note: These are special order balances and are not returnable.

Note: With the 58 Series take out system, the sash balance
becomes part of the sash. Therefore, when calculating sash weights,
you must add the physical balance weight to the sash weights.

TOP GUIDE

BOTTOM GUIDE

CAM

58-500

58-501

58-600

TAKE-OUT CLIP

58-700

Zinc Plated
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